TDO Teaching Profiles

- Teaching a TDO-centric course – Berkeley (Bob Glushko)
- TDO as a core text in an Information Organization course – North Carolina (Ryan Shaw)
- TDO as a supplemental text in IO – Rutgers (Nina Wacholder)
- TDO in a digital libraries course – Texas (Unmil Karmakar)
- TDO in an undergraduate course – Humboldt (Vivien Petras)

Profile Template

- Our institution
- Course description and context (required? Prerequisites? relationships to other courses?)
- How TDO was used
- What went well
- What didn't go as well
- Specific advice or issues needing further discussion
TDO at Berkeley (Glushko)

- Unique... or at least an outlier... among the Ischools; no library degree, strong hi-tech and entrepreneurial influences
- “Information Organization & Retrieval” course is first semester requirement for new master’s students; historically this meant 2 books / 2 cultures
- TDO emerged from my efforts to make the two parts of the course fit together better
- The book’s ToC is the backbone of the syllabus, supplemented with more data modeling and applications
  - What went well
  - What didn’t go as well
  - Specific advice or issues needing further discussion